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ABSTRACT  

Communication network plays an important role in providing safe vehicular movement. The main 

achievement of VANET is providing comfort and safety for passengers. In addition to that, various 

transactions like information on accident, road condition, petrol bank details, menu in the restaurant, and 

discount sales can be provided to the drivers and passengers. The speed and time in which the message is sent 

and received plays an essential part in the Intelligent Transport System (ITS). For this the VANET requires 

efficient and reliable methods for data communication. Most of the earlier research works deal with the 

transaction based services provided by road side unit. Moreover the earlier works concentrate on the 

Intelligent Transport System limited to the city areas where road side units are available in plenty. But this 

paper discusses the usefulness of VANET outside the city limit. Usually vehicles which move outside the city 

area do not get the response from the Road Side Unit (RSU) as its availability is limited. For efficient data 

communication, an attempt has been made to create a new clustering concept among the VANET nodes. The 

approach of the present paper considers the Simple Highway Vehicular model (SHWM), in which a new 

clustering model has been introduced.  This paper also focuses the service discovery through VANET in the 

absence of road side units when the vehicles are moving inside the city or outside the city.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A vehicular network is a kind of mobile ad-hoc network. Vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) 

enables communication between moving vehicles and the road side units (RSU’s) [1]. The use of 

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and other mobile connectivity protocols enable data transfer between cars and 

road side units. The vehicles equipped with an On Board Unit (OBU) will be able to receive and 

transmit messages [2]. These vehicles with the communicating devices offer a number of benefits 

and services to the drivers and passengers. For this purpose an Intelligent Transport System (ITS) 

has been developed that improves the safe travelling with essential alerts and information regarding 
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entertainments [3].  VANET is mainly used to provide a communication model in a vehicular 

environment where the vehicles are considered as VANET nodes with wireless links. Vehicles 

move in high speed or low speed in the highways. The movement of the vehicle is dependent on the 

road condition such as narrow, curved and traffic congestion. The high speed vehicles form a quick 

dynamic network topology in which a real time data transmission takes place. These characteristics 

of vehicular network necessitate creation of a new vehicular architecture, data communication 

protocols and standards. As on date only a few VANET surveys are made and these are mostly dealt 

with the vehicular communication inside the city where enough road side units are present [4].  No 

major study has been made on the highway vehicular movement without RSUs. For this reason this 

paper focuses a new vehicular model for data communication outside the city [5][6].  

     The second chapter describes the previous works related to Mobile Ad-hoc network 

communication. The third chapter discusses the limitation of the existing model and how to 

overcome the limitations. The next two chapters namely 4 and 5 deal with the development of a 

new cluster based model and how the new model differs from the pervious one. The chapter 6 

describes a suitable simulator, software and platform for carrying out this analysis. The chapter 7 

defines some parameters to measure the efficiency of the data communication in the proposed 

model and presents a brief summary of the experimental results. The last chapter gives the 

conclusion.  

2. RELATED WORK 

VANET is an advanced version of Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET). Most of the MANET 

features can be applied in the VANET environment also [7]. In VANET the vehicles move in an 

organized and predefined road. In MANET the movement of the mobile nodes is at random. Unlike 

mobile ad-hoc network, there is no power constraint for vehicles in a vehicular network. VANET is 

the special type of MANET, so the routing Protocols and IEEE standards used in MANET are also 

applied in VANET Environment [8][9]. In MANET, the nodes are moving at random and their 

speed is normal. For the data communication in mobile ad-hoc network, the technology IEEE 

802.11 is used [10]. Most of the existing research works have been done on MANET. However 

these works cannot be directly applied to VANET due to the fundamental difference between 

VANET and MANET. The literature survey available on vehicular communication is very limited 

and most of them are the extension of the mobile ad-hoc networks. In vehicular network, the 

mobility nodes are vehicles which are moving in a high speed of nearly 200 km/hr on a predefined 

road. The movement of nodes is dependent on the road structure, traffic and traffic regulation. Due 

to this high speed of the vehicles the usual mobile ad-hoc technology IEEE802.11 is not well suited 

for VANET.  For this reason a suitable amendment is made on the existing standard 802.11 that 

becomes a new vehicular technology 802.11p. Another big challenge is creating the vehicular 

network outside the city area. Most of the existing research works are on the vehicular motion 

within the urban area. But the real issue is to develop a model for the highway mobility outside the 

city. Therefore a new highway mobility model is developed with a new cluster concept that 

increases the efficiency of the data communication. 

3.  LIMITATION OF THE EXISTING MODEL  

3.1   Using the IEEE standard 802.11. 

In the MANET, the nodes are moving at random and their speed is normal but in the VANET, 

nodes are high speed moving vehicles. Due to the high speed of the vehicle nodes, their network 
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topology changes very quickly. Hence the technology 802.11 used in MANET yields less 

performance in VANET. So the IEEE working group has developed a new PHY/MAC amendment 

of the 802.11 standard which is specially designed for vehicular communication. This wireless 

access in vehicular environment (WAVE) is known as IEEE 802.11p which is more suitable for 

high speed vehicle data communication [11]. This amendment is based on the study of the vehicular 

safety concepts, communication between vehicle and vehicle, and vehicle to road side unit. The 

most important parameters for a VANET MAC protocol are low latency and high reliability. The 

performance of the 802.11 over the 802.11p had already been discussed by the author [12]. Most of 

the earlier vehicular research works have been done on the standard 802.11 only but in this paper an 

attempt has been made to introduce a new VANET based technology with a new highway model. 

This vehicular model with 802.11p standard is simulated using the NS2.34 version simulator. The 

IEEE 802.11p technology can be used in NS2.33 and above versions only.  

3.2 Using road side units 

When a survey is made on the subject, it is found that the protocols and mobility models are limited. 

So various attempt have been made to create a new mobility models and routing protocols for 

VANET. Another big challenge is creating a suitable vehicle movement model for cities and the 

surrounding areas. Most of the researchers have dealt with the vehicular motion inside the city limit 

only [13]. The real thrust is to find the highway mobility model outside the city. Roadside units are 

more in the city areas whereas they are less in outside city areas. So a different architecture is 

necessary to solve the problem related to the road side unit. Hence a new cluster based VANET 

model for highways is created. 

4.   DATA COMMUNICATION IN VANET 

A routing protocol plays an essential role in vehicular network data communication. The routing 

protocols included in NS2.34 version are Destination Sequence Distance Vector (DSDV) protocol, 

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) and Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routings 

protocol. This paper analyzes the performance of data communication with DSDV routing protocol 

[14]. The type of data communication in the vehicular network can be classified into two main 

categories  

i.    Broadcast application services. 

ii.   Transaction based services. 

A broadcast service is used to inform the drivers about an emergency situation. The data rate is not 

an important issue here because each vehicle wants to receive only warning alert messages [15]. 

The transaction based service is used to provide location based services such as information about 

petrol station, police station or hospital information etc [16]. In this proposed model three types of 

data communication in the vehicular network are discussed. 

4.1 Data communication with road side units 

Road side units are more in the city areas whereas they are less in outside the city and less 

populated areas. When a vehicle enters a city area, it directly sends the request to the road side units 

and gets the responses easily. The vehicle does not get response from the outside areas because of 

the limited availability of Road side units. In the earlier vehicular network model all the nearby 

vehicles are connected to this road side units and all the road side units are in turn connected 

together to form mobile ad-hoc network which is shown in Figure 1. This scenario is valid only for 
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the vehicles moving inside the city where the vehicles move slowly and more number of fixed base 

stations is available. 

 

  

Figure 1: Vehicular architecture with                         Figure 2: Vehicular architecture  

                road side units                                                            without using RSU’S 

4.2. Data communication without roadside units 

In suburban and unpopulated areas, only a few or no roadside units are available for data 

communication. The vehicles in the outside city area do not get response because of the limited 

availability of road side units and the high speed of the vehicular movements. So various attempt 

have been made to create a new mobility model and routing protocols for VANET.  This paper 

presents two approaches for data communication outside the city limit where there are no road side 

units.      

4.2.1    A simple highway model without using road side units and cluster concepts. 

This paper analyzes the existing model and suggests a new method to solve the problem related to 

the road side unit. Vehicles moving on either direction in a highway have a limited radio range. The 

vehicle within a radio coverage range in the new model can communicate directly with other 

moving vehicles whereas the same type of communication happens through a fixed road side unit in 

the existing model. In the previous models the roadside units act as a router to communicate the 

information from source vehicle to destination vehicle. But in this proposed model the data packets 

can be delivered from source vehicle to destination vehicle without using RSUs. Here each vehicle 

acts as a router. The node communicates to the destination using multi-hop communication. The 

data communication architecture without using cluster concepts and road side units is shown in 

Figure 2. 

4.2.2   A simple highway model using cluster concepts without road side units 

A new cluster based highway architecture is presented here that  increases the efficiency of the 

vehicular communication such as data transfer from source to destination, service request from any 

node in the network and broadcasting warning messages to all VANET nodes.  
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5.   SIMPLE HIGHWAY MOBILITY MODEL (SHWM) 

In the new concept a simple highway system is taken for characterizing the VANET.  On highways, 

vehicles can usually move freely on either direction. Each vehicle can have a limited radio range. A 

Vehicle within a radio coverage range can communicate directly whereas it takes place through a 

fixed roadside unit in the existing model. The newly proposed system takes into consideration the 

two scenarios:  

 1: Service Discovery when a vehicle moves inside the city.  

 2: Service Discovery when a vehicle moves outside the city. 

In the earlier model, a road side unit is used as a router to communicate the messages. Here all the 

nearby vehicles are connected to the road side units to form a mobile ad-hoc network. The intra- 

vehicular communication from vehicle to vehicle through the RSU’s and inters-vehicular 

communication through the RSUs are shown in Figure 1. In the non-urban area, limited road side 

units are available for data communication. For effective vehicular communication each vehicle acts 

as a router to exchange information. Each vehicle is equipped with a global positioning system 

(GPS) [17]. Broadcasting and routing algorithms use the information provided by the GPS and 

make effective communication. For the road safety, new applications are proposed for vehicular 

networks, i.e. car to car communication, travel and tourism information distribution and game 

applications. These applications need reliable communication equipment with high data rates and 

also a stable connectivity between the transmitter and the receiver under high reliability condition. 

The vehicular communication with cluster concepts is shown in the Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Vehicular architecture with clusters 

5.1   Cluster Based VANET Architecture 

The Cluster creation process in the proposed model is different from the existing model [18]. In 

MANET, clusters are created dynamically but in the VANET the clusters remain fixed and   

predefined [19]. The size of the cluster changes only during unavoidable situations like sudden 

increase in the number of vehicles moving in a particular road due to traffic changes.  In the 

proposed system, the cluster remains in the same frequency. Unlike MANET, the VANET nodes 
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move on predefined paths mostly in roads only. So the cluster areas are created as fixed ones.  But 

the cluster creation process involves a series of important steps to ensure that the node in the created 

cluster is efficient so as to give reliable communication in service discovery [20].  While creating a 

cluster, it should be ensured that the cluster head does not frequently cross the cluster boundary. If 

the vehicle moves out frequently, the Cluster head election algorithm often elects a new cluster 

head. The cluster creation, cluster head election and cluster head switching procedure for highway 

model are discussed by author [21].  

In the present architecture, the VANET area has been split into a number of clusters by using the 

proposed cluster formation algorithm. Each cluster has a cluster head.  The cluster head may be 

either RSU or any one of the vehicles with good database storage and access capabilities. This 

cluster head is selected by the new cluster head algorithm proposed in this model.  Each cluster 

head has all the service descriptions that are available in the network. All the cluster heads in the 

VANET are regularly updated if a new service enters in the network. All the cluster heads are 

synchronized in a specific time interval. The cluster heads are synchronized to ensure that the 

cluster heads have same value.  Cluster concept has successfully been applied in MANET for 

a better delivery ratio and to reduce broadcast storms. In a Cluster environment, the Cluster 

head receives information from any node of that cluster and sends it to another cluster head. 

Cluster-based solutions provide less propagation delay and high delivery ratio. Clustering 

can simplify such essential functions as routing, bandwidth allocation, and channel access. 

Several heuristic clustering techniques have been proposed to choose cluster heads in 

MANET. These procedures are also applicable to VANET environment. 

5.2 Cluster Creation Process 

If cluster heads frequently change their relative position on highways, the size and stability of 

clusters change unpredictably.  Vehicles on highways usually have the same direction.  Therefore, 

their geographical location and speed information are helpful in the cluster creation process. Better 

performance can be achieved, if the geographic positions of the network nodes are known. Cluster-

based solution is a viable approach in supporting efficient multi-hop message propagation among 

vehicles. The present algorithm follows two strategies while creating a cluster area.  If the nodes are 

moving slowly and the node density is high, then the algorithm creates a medium size cluster. If the 

node density is high, traffic is heavy and road condition is poor then the vehicular movement is 

slow so the cluster area is chosen to be small. If the cluster area is small, there is a possibility for the 

node to reach its cluster boundary very quickly and the efficiency of the network is low. When the 

density of the vehicles is less, the speed of the vehicle will be high.  In the new system the 

algorithm creates a large size cluster.  When the vehicle movement is slow in the cluster area, then 

the cluster head switching may not occur frequently. Care should be taken to keep the cluster area 

as a medium size for efficient management which ensures the cluster head switching may not occur 

frequently. Previously, the services of VANET were provided by the road side units which acted as 

a router. In the present system, the VANET is approached in the form of clusters.  Each vehicle in 

the cluster acts as a router. The present paper focuses on Service announcement and Service 

discovery in VANET. 

5.3   Cluster Creation Algorithm 

In this algorithm, ‘n’ is the total number of nodes, ‘i’ is the node that is varying from 0 to n-1. If n is 

equal to 3, then the values become x0y0, x1y1, x2y2.   This algorithm tracks the position of the node in 
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the cluster areas. [Ai, Bi]  is the subset of (X

particular cluster area. 

This algorithm finds the speed mo

vehicle is low, then this algorithm takes a small cluster size. Otherwise it takes a large cluster size. 

The function used in this algorithm returns (X,Y) position of each individual node.

                   Algorithm 1: The cluster creation algorithm for the proposed SHWM

5.4   Service Announcement      

The exchange of information in the Service Announcement 

heads. Only the cluster heads receive 

new service is introduced, then all the cluster heads are immediately updated wi

information or data. If a node introduces any service

The local cluster head multicasts the service description to all other cluster heads. The cluster head 

receives the service description and stores 

Algorithm2:  Broadcasting new services
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This algorithm finds the speed movement of N[k] that belongs to [Ai,Bi]. If the average speed of the 

vehicle is low, then this algorithm takes a small cluster size. Otherwise it takes a large cluster size. 

The function used in this algorithm returns (X,Y) position of each individual node.  

Algorithm 1: The cluster creation algorithm for the proposed SHWM 

 

       

on in the Service Announcement procedure takes place among the cluster 

heads. Only the cluster heads receive the service information and update their local database. If a 

new service is introduced, then all the cluster heads are immediately updated wi

If a node introduces any service, then it informs the local cluster head about it.

The local cluster head multicasts the service description to all other cluster heads. The cluster head 

receives the service description and stores it in the local database. 

Algorithm2:  Broadcasting new services 
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) that contains the (X,Y) position of the node of a 

]. If the average speed of the 

vehicle is low, then this algorithm takes a small cluster size. Otherwise it takes a large cluster size. 

procedure takes place among the cluster 

the service information and update their local database. If a 

new service is introduced, then all the cluster heads are immediately updated with the new 

then it informs the local cluster head about it. 

The local cluster head multicasts the service description to all other cluster heads. The cluster head 
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5.5 Service Discovery Approach

If a node in a cluster wants to search 

local cluster head searches in the local database whether the specified service is available or not.  If 

the specified service is available, then it will gi

the needed node to get the service. If the service is not available, then the algorithm synchronizes all 

cluster heads in the VANET immediately. After synchronizing the procedure, again it searches the

cluster head for the availability of the required service. Again if the service is not available, it just 

informs the needed cluster service node that the service is not available

Algorithm 3: Data communication algorithm for SHWM

6.   SIMULATION SETTING

The Cluster based simple highway mobility model 

NS 2.34 version on Linux redhat

is assumed as 1500*1500 meters of

Nodes varies between 25 and 150. Number of Clusters varied between 2 and 20 in steps of 2. Speed 

of the vehicles is assumed to be constant in this paper between 5 m/s and 25 m/sec. The standard 

802.11p, which is well suited for VANET communication is adapted in this scenario. This paper 

analyses the performance of Packet receiving time, Packet delivery ratio, Normalized routing load, 

Broadcasting time and Delay time for different nodes with various

also focuses on the performance analysis of standard 802.11p over 802.11. To enable reliability, for 

each category of result, averagely
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Service Discovery Approach 

to search a service, then initially it contacts its local Cluster head. The 

local cluster head searches in the local database whether the specified service is available or not.  If 

the specified service is available, then it will give the necessary details about the service provider to 

the needed node to get the service. If the service is not available, then the algorithm synchronizes all 

cluster heads in the VANET immediately. After synchronizing the procedure, again it searches the

cluster head for the availability of the required service. Again if the service is not available, it just 

informs the needed cluster service node that the service is not available. 

 

Algorithm 3: Data communication algorithm for SHWM 

ING 

The Cluster based simple highway mobility model has been thus proposed and simulated 

redhat 9. The following parameters are used in this test bed. VANET area 

assumed as 1500*1500 meters of highway with bidirectional movement of Vehicles. Number of 

Nodes varies between 25 and 150. Number of Clusters varied between 2 and 20 in steps of 2. Speed 

of the vehicles is assumed to be constant in this paper between 5 m/s and 25 m/sec. The standard 

2.11p, which is well suited for VANET communication is adapted in this scenario. This paper 

analyses the performance of Packet receiving time, Packet delivery ratio, Normalized routing load, 

Broadcasting time and Delay time for different nodes with various clusters and speeds. Th

the performance analysis of standard 802.11p over 802.11. To enable reliability, for 

ely 50 samples have been taken.           
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initially it contacts its local Cluster head. The 

local cluster head searches in the local database whether the specified service is available or not.  If 

ve the necessary details about the service provider to 

the needed node to get the service. If the service is not available, then the algorithm synchronizes all 

cluster heads in the VANET immediately. After synchronizing the procedure, again it searches the 

cluster head for the availability of the required service. Again if the service is not available, it just 

 

proposed and simulated by using 

9. The following parameters are used in this test bed. VANET area 

highway with bidirectional movement of Vehicles. Number of 

Nodes varies between 25 and 150. Number of Clusters varied between 2 and 20 in steps of 2. Speed 

of the vehicles is assumed to be constant in this paper between 5 m/s and 25 m/sec. The standard 

2.11p, which is well suited for VANET communication is adapted in this scenario. This paper 

analyses the performance of Packet receiving time, Packet delivery ratio, Normalized routing load, 

clusters and speeds. The paper 

the performance analysis of standard 802.11p over 802.11. To enable reliability, for 
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7. SIMULATION RESULT A

To increase the efficiency of the highway data communication

technologies are included in this model and their characteristics are given below

protocols used in this highway model is discussed by the author [

7.1 Packet receiving time of the Cluster based 

The Figure4 shows the packet receiving time for cluster

150 and the packet receiving time for without cluster concept for node varying fr

with using VANET standard IEEE 

low packet receiving time and almost constant value irrespective o

The packet receiving time for standard 802.11p with

concepts. 

Figure 4:  Nodes VS Pkt Receiving 

Time (m sec) with & without cluster concept

7.2   Comparison of Packet receiving time for 

From Figure 5, the packet receiving time of the destination node is noticed 

which the number of nodes varying from 2

the cluster concepts, it is observed that the packet receiving time is high for 802.11 and it is low for 

802.11p.  No major change is observed when the 

7.3   Comparison of Packet receiving time for 

concepts 

The Packet receiving time for number of clusters with IEEE standard 802.11 and 802.11 p  is 

presented in this Figure 6. It is observed that the performance 

protocol is better than the 802.11 

observation. 
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increase the efficiency of the highway data communication, new cluster concept and 802.11p 

included in this model and their characteristics are given below.

protocols used in this highway model is discussed by the author [9] 

Packet receiving time of the Cluster based SHWM model with DSDV and 802.11p

shows the packet receiving time for cluster eight with varying nodes between 25 and 

150 and the packet receiving time for without cluster concept for node varying fr

with using VANET standard IEEE 802.11p. From the graph, the number of nodes below 100 yields 

time and almost constant value irrespective of the number of nodes above 100. 

The packet receiving time for standard 802.11p with cluster concept is better than without cluster 

 

VS Pkt Receiving                       Figure 5:  Number of nodes VS Pkt Receiving

without cluster concept       Time with 802.11p & 802.11 without cluster

receiving time for 802.11p and 802.11 

, the packet receiving time of the destination node is noticed in the highway model in 

nodes varying from 25 to 150 with MAC 802.11 and 802.11p. 

t is observed that the packet receiving time is high for 802.11 and it is low for 

observed when the number of node is increased. 

receiving time for 802.11p with 802.11 using clu

The Packet receiving time for number of clusters with IEEE standard 802.11 and 802.11 p  is 

. It is observed that the performance of the standard 802.11p with DSDV 

protocol is better than the 802.11 technology. The repeated experiment has proved the above 
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new cluster concept and 802.11p 

. The Routing 

with DSDV and 802.11p 

arying nodes between 25 and 

150 and the packet receiving time for without cluster concept for node varying from 25 and 150 

From the graph, the number of nodes below 100 yields 

f the number of nodes above 100. 

is better than without cluster 

 

Figure 5:  Number of nodes VS Pkt Receiving 

802.11 without cluster 

the highway model in 

with MAC 802.11 and 802.11p. Without using 

t is observed that the packet receiving time is high for 802.11 and it is low for 

802.11 using cluster 

The Packet receiving time for number of clusters with IEEE standard 802.11 and 802.11 p  is 

standard 802.11p with DSDV 

has proved the above 
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Figure 6:  Cluster VS Packet Receiving 

Time (m sec) with cluster                                      

7.4 Analysis of Packet receiving

In Figure7, the packet receiving 

mentioned. In this process the packet receiving time is quick as the number of nodes are 100 and 

below 100. The performance would be worse, if the number of nodes increases from 100

7.5   Broadcasting time for the Cluster

802.11p& 802.11 

The performance of the Cluster based SHWM model with 802.11p is compared with the same 

Cluster based SHWM model with 802.11 which is shown in figure 

packets to all cluster head is estimated for various clusters. The propos

802.11p outperforms the SHWM with 802.11. The Broadcasting time slightly increases in 802.11p 

when the number of clusters increases. But in 802.11, the change would be drastic. From Figure 

is clear that when the number of no

noted that better broadcasting time is received when the number of clusters increases.

Figure 8:  Cluster VS Broadcast Time
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:  Cluster VS Packet Receiving                     Figure 7: Performance of Pkt Receiving 

                                     Time for cluster varies between 2 and

receiving time for various clusters using 802.11 

the packet receiving time for various clusters with various numbers of nodes is

In this process the packet receiving time is quick as the number of nodes are 100 and 

below 100. The performance would be worse, if the number of nodes increases from 100

the Cluster based SHWM  model with DSDV and 

The performance of the Cluster based SHWM model with 802.11p is compared with the same 

Cluster based SHWM model with 802.11 which is shown in figure 8.  The Broadcasting time of 

packets to all cluster head is estimated for various clusters. The proposed cluster based SHWM with 

802.11p outperforms the SHWM with 802.11. The Broadcasting time slightly increases in 802.11p 

when the number of clusters increases. But in 802.11, the change would be drastic. From Figure 

is clear that when the number of nodes increases the packet receiving time decreases.  It is further 

noted that better broadcasting time is received when the number of clusters increases.

:  Cluster VS Broadcast Time (msec)          Figure 9:  Clusters VS Broadcast Time(msec) 
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: Performance of Pkt Receiving  

Time for cluster varies between 2 and 20 

time for various clusters with various numbers of nodes is 

In this process the packet receiving time is quick as the number of nodes are 100 and 

below 100. The performance would be worse, if the number of nodes increases from 100. 

based SHWM  model with DSDV and 

The performance of the Cluster based SHWM model with 802.11p is compared with the same 

.  The Broadcasting time of 

ed cluster based SHWM with 

802.11p outperforms the SHWM with 802.11. The Broadcasting time slightly increases in 802.11p 

when the number of clusters increases. But in 802.11, the change would be drastic. From Figure 9 it 

des increases the packet receiving time decreases.  It is further 

noted that better broadcasting time is received when the number of clusters increases. 

 

:  Clusters VS Broadcast Time(msec)  
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7.6 Root request time Vs Number of Clusters

Figure10:  Analysis of RRT Vs cluster                     

The efficiency of the Root Request Time for different clusters and various nodes is listed in Figure 

10 and 11. The RRT is high when the number of node is 25; the RRT is moderate when the number 

of nodes falls between 50 and 75; whereas the RRT is low, when the number of nodes is between 

100 and 150. 

7.7   Throughput of the Cluster based SHWM model with DSDV and 802.11

The performance of SHWM in terms of throughput is shown in 

describes the cluster Vs throughput for

5. The protocol and standard used in this simulation are DSDV and 802.11p respectively. From the 

test bed result, it is noticed that when the number of nodes increases

25 nodes have maximum throughput value. It is also observed that when the number of clusters 

increases from 2 to 20 in multiples

is traced there.  

Figure 12:  Cluster VS Throughput for

                   Nodes 25 to 150  
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Vs Number of Clusters 

Vs cluster                     Figure 11:  Analysis of RRT Vs Nodes

The efficiency of the Root Request Time for different clusters and various nodes is listed in Figure 

RRT is high when the number of node is 25; the RRT is moderate when the number 

of nodes falls between 50 and 75; whereas the RRT is low, when the number of nodes is between 
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The performance of SHWM in terms of throughput is shown in Figure 12. The graph 

hroughput for various clusters with nodes between 25 and 150 with speed 

5. The protocol and standard used in this simulation are DSDV and 802.11p respectively. From the 

test bed result, it is noticed that when the number of nodes increases, the throughput decreases. The 
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Figure 14:  Nodes VS Normalized routing load for speed 5 to 25

7.8. Packet delivery ratio for the 

Figure 13 presents the packet delivery ratio for various nodes with different node speeds. From this 

graph, it is observed that the packet delivery ratio obtained for node 25 to 150 with speed 5 yields 

better performance than speed 10 and speed 15.

7.9   Normalized routing load for 

The Normalized routing load for various nodes with cluster and without cluster concepts is 

estimated in Figure 14. Better performance is confirmed when the cluster concept is used. No

significant change is visible when the DSDV protocol is experimented

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

VANET is a component of MANET. Most of the existing research work is done on MANET. As on 

date the literature available for VANET is very limite

Most of the researchers use standard 802.11 for VANET model with low movements of mobile 

nodes within the city area.  But this technology is not well suited for the vehicles moving with a 

very high speed nearly 200km/hr. Due to this high speed the network topology changes quickly.  So 

an amendment to 802.11 is made and it is known as 802.11p. This new one is used in the highway 

model. This new VANET technology is used this scenario to analyze the performance of the dat

communication with Routing DSDV. Only NS2.33 and above version is used to simulate the IEEE 

802.11p standard. Here the latest version NS2.34 is used to analyze the performance of the data 

communications. The simulation result gives that the proposed mode

outperformed the result obtained using 802.11. The proposed new SHWM model with Cluster 

concepts and the standard 802.11p outperforms the existing models that use roadside units. 

To increase the efficiency of the data communication in t

introduced in the newly developed simple highway model in which each cluster head acts as a 

router to communicate with the other vehicles. For normal service discovery methods, (n

searches are required to find out t

VANET, the search may be continued with all possible nodes in the vehicular network. But in our 

new methods only the head is searched to find out the availability of the destination nodes. It

noticed that the warning message is initially sent by the node to its local cluster head. The local 

cluster head then broadcasts this message to all the cluster heads. Then these cluster heads in turn 
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router to communicate with the other vehicles. For normal service discovery methods, (n

searches are required to find out the destination vehicle. Even if the node is not available in the 

VANET, the search may be continued with all possible nodes in the vehicular network. But in our 
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cluster head then broadcasts this message to all the cluster heads. Then these cluster heads in turn 
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an amendment to 802.11 is made and it is known as 802.11p. This new one is used in the highway 

model. This new VANET technology is used this scenario to analyze the performance of the data 

communication with Routing DSDV. Only NS2.33 and above version is used to simulate the IEEE 

802.11p standard. Here the latest version NS2.34 is used to analyze the performance of the data 
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outperformed the result obtained using 802.11. The proposed new SHWM model with Cluster 

concepts and the standard 802.11p outperforms the existing models that use roadside units.  

he highway model a cluster concept is 

introduced in the newly developed simple highway model in which each cluster head acts as a 

router to communicate with the other vehicles. For normal service discovery methods, (n-1) 

he destination vehicle. Even if the node is not available in the 

VANET, the search may be continued with all possible nodes in the vehicular network. But in our 

new methods only the head is searched to find out the availability of the destination nodes. It is also 

noticed that the warning message is initially sent by the node to its local cluster head. The local 

cluster head then broadcasts this message to all the cluster heads. Then these cluster heads in turn 
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communicate this emergency message to all its connected vehicles simultaneously. This model 

provides an efficient architecture for service request/response and broadcasting the warning 

messages.  

The earlier VANET models discuss only the communication between vehicles through the RSU.  

But this paper I hope, has clearly discussed the highway model with latest VANET standard 

802.11p and new cluster concepts, which will pave the way for developing new Routing Protocols, 

Mobility Models and IEEE technologies in future. 
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